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Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra 9 and B(G) the unveraal enveloping 
algebra of 9 realized aa the algebra of left-invariant differential operatora on G. 
It is proved that the uniform topology on B(G), i.e., the topology of uniform 
convergence on weakly bounded sets of vector states, coincides with the strongest 
locally convex topology on Q(c). This implies that each linear functional on 
B(G) is a linear combination of strictly positive functionals. 
In recent years, unbounded operator algebras have gained the common interest 
of mathematicians and physicists. Since a number of results in C*-algebra 
theory is based on the good properties of the operator-norm, it seems to be 
useful to have a topological concept also in the unbounded case. Some general 
methods of topologization unbounded operator algebras were proposed by 
Lassner [6j. He defines a uniform topology ~9 which can be given by the 
suprema on weakly bounded sets of vector states. This topology is very closely 
related to the order structure in the *-algebra [9] and can be used to obtain 
results concerning the decomposition of linear functionals intb positive ones. 
In general it is difficult to determine the topology 79 explicitly for concrete 
operator algebras. Except for some lmc*-algebras only in the case of the *- 
algebra .P’(.z) of all polynomials in one variable all uniform topologies are 
known [lo]. If T is an unbounded symmetric operator, then the uniform 
topology on P(T) coincides with the strongest Lilly convex topology (in this 
paper always denoted by q,i) on the linear space 9(T). 
In this paper we are dealing with the universal enveloping algebra &(G) of 
the Lie algebra of a Lie group G. Our aim is to prove that for the realization of 
b(G) as the algebra of left-invariant differential operators on G the uniform 
topology is the strongest locally convex topology on 8(G). The precise formula- 
tion and some applications of this result are contained in Section 2. The proof 
of the main theorem will occupy Section 3. 
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1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let us sketch some basic definitions from [6]. 
By an Op*-algebra & we mean a *-algebra of operators on an invariant 
dense domain 9 of a Hilbert space &?. Let td be the locally convex topology on 
5@ given by the seminorms 114 Ila : = 11 a$II, a E d. The uniform topology 78 
on an Op*-algebra &’ is defined by the seminorms P&(U) : = SUP,+.~~.~~ l(u+, $>I 
taken for all bounded sets J.@ of the locally convex space g[td]. The topology 
~9 can also be given by the system of seminorms p&a) : = SU~,,~~ I(q5, $)I. 
Hence the cone &I+ : = {u E .d: (a#, 4) > 0 V+ E a} is normal in the topologv 
79 ([91)* 
Furthermore, we use the following notation throughout the paper. Let G be a 
real Lie group with Lie algebrag. The complexified universal enveloping algebra 
of 9 is denoted by 6(G). 6(G) is a *-algebra with the involution xf := --.L 
Vx ~9. By n,. we mean the realization of b(G) as the Op*-algebra of left- 
invariant differential operators on G with the domain &@ = Cam(G) in the Hilbert 
space L,(G, pr). p,. denotes the right Haar measure on G. 
Let d(G),+ : = {x E &(G):(~r(x)~$, 4) > 0 ‘d+ E s}. A linear functional f on 
d(G) is called strictly positive [l l] if f(x) > 0 Vx E E(G),+ . The set E(G),* of 
such functionals forms a cone in the algebraical dual space E’(G)* of G”(G). 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM AND SOME COROLLARIES 
The main result of the paper is 
THEOREM 1. The uniform topology 79 on the Opwzlgebru n,(B(G)) is the 
strongest locally convex topology rSt on the linear space rr(B(G)). 
Since for each Op*-algebra d the cone ~4+ is Ts-normal [9], Theorem 1 leads to 
COROLLARY 2. g(G),+ is a normal cone (cf. [8]) in the real ordered topological 
vector space b(G),, [TJ. 
Here b(G), denotes the real vector space of all hermitian elements of b(G). 
Applying the results on the decomposition of linear functionals from the 
theory of ordered vector spaces ([8, Chap. 51) to b(G),[~,r] we get the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. The dual space 6(G) * is the linear span of the cone b(G),*+ , 
i.e., each linear functional f on C?(G) can be represented in the form f = fi - fi + 
i(f3 - f4) with strictly positive linear functionuls f, ,..., f4 . 
In the commutative case G = R, both corollaries are well known. Corollary 2 
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can found in [2]. Clearly, the strictly positive linear functionals on the commuta- 
tive polynom algebra U(X, ,..., x,) = &(I?,) can be given by (positive) Bore1 
measures. Hence in the case G = R, Corollary 3 coincides with a known result 
on the n-dimensional moment problem which was proved by Boas [l] for n = 1 
and by Sherman [12]) for arbitrary n. The proofs in the commutative case use 
the technique of the classical moment problem. 
3. THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Our method is a generalization of the argument used in the proof of Theorem 
6.1 in [6] to our situation. 
Let sr ,..., X, be a basis off. Let N be the set of all natural numbers (including 
zero) and 9 the set of all m-tuples i = (i r , . . . . i,J of numbers i, E N. We define 
I;l:=il+...+i,,;+~=(il **..I cn) + ci,. ,..., jm) :=(& +j1 ,..., 47z +jrJ, 
x~O := I for s = l,..., m and xi : = $x)1’ ... x,” for i, j E 4. 1 i 1 is called the 
degree of xi. By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, {A+};,~ is a basis of the 
complex linear space b(G). Put T, = nr(xJ and Ti = r,.(.ti). 
LEMMA 1. If the following condition is satisfied, then the topologies -rg and 
rSt coincide. For each sequence {Y~},,=~ of nonnegative real numbers there exist 
seq~ces {M, A E 9, (ad, @,), a, E 4 , b, E R, , a, 2 0, b, 2 0, such that 
1 
i,n 
4, II T% II II W II) 
/rl=i<rL=lrPI 
for all complex numbers A, , +V E 9, n E N. 
(b) aA II T’% II II T/b II < 
1 
2”(n + 1),-r 
for all 1, H E 9 with 1 k’ 1 < I n I = n. 
(4 a, II TRT’% II < l/2% + IF, b, II TR& II < l/2” 
foraZZk,+rE3with Ik’I + 1 <*IHI =$z. 
(d) <T4$, , T’+&) = 0 for all d, H E Y and i, j E N, i # j. 
proof. Let 4 = AtY ) be the following subset of the domain 9: *z 
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First we show that the set & is t,,(~(c))-bounded. 
estimations 
Using (c) this follows by the 
= c . . . + c . ..<n!P+ c c ..l 
+i<lrI+l +Z>lkl+l +l>pq+l (*,=i 2’0 + 1P-l 
and 
with certain constants M4, LR . 
Now let p(,,) be the seminorm defined by ptY,) (T) : = &zl,iFn / A, / yn for 
T =C,h,Ta. We shall prove that ~upe,~~~]<T~‘,~)\ >P(,~)(T) for all TE~~(B(G)). 
Depending on T, we take elements + = Cj’=, bidi, (CI = C&, Zig I==~ (Ai/pi)aiTi& , 
where pe = maxlil+ IAil if this maximum is greater than zero, otherwise put 
pi = 1. r is the degree of T. Then we have 6, $ E JI. Applying (d) and (b) we 
estimate 
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Using CL* d CIA=~ I A, I ad (4 we get 
This completes the proof of the lemma because the seminorms P(,~) define the 
topology 7& . 
LEMMA 2. Let cx > 0 be a real number. Then there exists afunction h E c,,~(R,,,) 
with the following properties: 
(i) Supp h is contained in the ball K*(O) with radius 01 and center at the 
origin. 
(ii) If xi;lSi h;D’h = 0 for certain complex numbers hi , then Ai = 0 for all 
iE.Y, /iI =i,iGN. 
Di denotes the d$$rential operator ail/at;1 ... azm/atk . 
For the sake of completeness we give a proof of the lemma: Obviously the 
function f (t) = exp(t12 + .. . + tm2) has the following property: &=i Ai = 
0 Vt E Km,2(0) always implies Ai = 0. Now we take a function g c P(R,) 
which is equal to one for all t E K,,,(O) and equal to zero for t E R,\K,(O) 
([3, p. 31). Put h = fg. Th e f unction h has the desired properties. 
Now we shall describe the action of the operators Ti. Let U = U(e) be a 
neighborhood of the unit element e in G whichis homeomorphictoaneighborhood 
of the origin in R, . We consider a neighborhood V = V(e) with V2 _C U and 
V = J/‘-r. Suppose, the local coordinates on G defined by the homeomorphism 
are coordinates of the first kind [7]. For brevity we use the same symbol for 
elements in V and functions on V in G and the corresponding images by the 
homeomorphism in R, . Let u = (uI ,..., u,,J, w = (or ,..., z’,) E V. Then there 
are analytic functionsf” on V x V which define the multiplication by (U . w),~ = 
f “(u; v) = f 8(u1 ,... u,, ; tvl ,..., v,) Vs = I ,..,, m. 
If F(y) =F(y, ,..., ym) is a function from C=(G) with supp F C V, then 
the action of an operator T, = ~r(xJ will be obtained by differentiation: 
(T~)(y)=~(y)~(y;O)+...+~(y)~(y;O)+... 
.v 3 s 
+ (1) 
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From ev = v andf”(0; V) = o, we get 
g (0,O) = s,, . 
LEMMA 3. Each operator T” = T,.(Y) acts in the following way: 
(T’F)(y) = (D.F)(y)g(y;o) -$y;O) 
an3 
(2) 
+ ,M;, _, (D”%)(Y) WY). (III) 
2 
The functions R*(y) are obtained only by using algebraical operation-s from the 
functionsfi and their derivatives. In particular the functions R” are continuous on V. 
Proof. The proof will be given by induction after the degree of Ti. If / i 1 = 1, 
then the assertion is clear by (1). Suppose the lemma is shown for all i E f 
with ] i ] < n. Let 18 j = n + 1. Let s be the first index such that j, # 0. We 
can decompose T8 = T,$T with i E I, / (’ / = n. In view of (1) we get 
(TBF)(y) = (T,TiF)(y) = 5 $(T6F)(y)g(y;O). 
1-1 < 2 s 
By induction hypothesis there is a decomposition of TiF into terms of the type 
(IHIII). Clearly, the differentiation of terms of the type (III) yields terms of 
type (III). Now we investigate which terms appear after differentiation a/ayr of 
(I) and (II). If the operator a/ay, acts on 8f “( y; O)/av, , then we obtain terms of 
type (III). The only summands which contain a differential operator Dd of order 
n + 1 are 
f (D,Z?F)(y&(y;O)~~(y;O)~~~~(y;O) 
1=1 * 11 ,n 
+ f 1 PPWb~) $
1=1 ,r+a b 
(YiO)E (y; 0) ... $y; 0). 
m 
Ifll=lil 
But this sum is already of the desired form (I) + (II) for the operator TX 
LEMMA 4. The Op*-algebra T~(&(G)) satisJes the condition from Lemma 1. 
Proof. In the neighborhood U(e) the Haar measure p,. of G can be given by a 
density function v(y) and the Lebesgue measure dy [4, p. 2001, i.e., dp,( y) = 
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V(Y) Vy E U. Let d(y) be the modular function of the Lie group. Since r(e) = 
d(e) = 1 and both functions are continuous, we can assume without restriction 
of generality that + < V(Y) < 2 and 4 < d(y) < 2 for ally E U. 
Let L(.) be the left translation on the group, i.e., (L(z)+)(y) := +(zy), 
V$ E C”(G), y, z E G. Suppose, 4 E Caffi(V) and z E I? Then L(z)+ E C’s”(U). 
By the left invariance of the operators T E n-,(&(G)) we get 
II W44 11’ = II-W T+ II’ = J‘ l(T4)&91’44~) 
= 4,-Y 1 I(T 44.~9 = 4C1 II T4 l12. 
Thus we have 
According to our convention, we consider the functions 4 E C,,m(V) without 
changing the notation on R, via the homeomorphism of V to a neighborhood of 
zero in R, . The norm of $ in L,(R,) will be denoted by Ill+ I//. The symbol 
II 4 11 we reserve for the norm of 4 in the Hilbert space L,(G, pr). In view of the 
inequality for the density V(Y) we have 
4 Ill 4 Ill2 d II 4 II2 d 2 Ill + l/l2 by E coy V). (4 
Now we put a sequence {z,} of distinct points in V and a sequence (V,} of 
disjoint neighborhoods V, C V of these points. Then the sets W, : = z;‘Vn are 
neighborhoods of e. Since z;;’ E V, W,, _C V. 
The sequences (&}, (a,}, (6,) will be chosen by induction. Let a, = 6, = 1. 
Let &, be a function from C”(G) with supp (bo _C W, and II&, Ij > 2(r0 + 1). 
Putting +. = L(zo) #o we get II 4. II 3 y. + 1 by (3). 
Assume, the numbers a, ,..., a,-, , b, ,..., b,-, and the elements +0 ,..., $,+i 
are chosen such that supp +j 2 Wj and the requirements of Lemma 1 are fulfilled. 
We have to determine the numbers a,, , b, , and the function +n . 
Let WA be a neighborhood of e in G such that 
(i) WL C W, , 
(ii) 1 f (y; 0) *a- f (y; 0) / 3 1 
(iii> 1 g (Y; 0) -*-az (y; 0) j d PC, 
forally~K,(O)nW~,O<p<l,andi~~E,i#j,~iI=)~~=nwhere 
C, are constants. 
58013911-j 
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First we shall see that such a neighborhood always exists. Since the functions 
af’s( y; 0)/&i, are continuous and afi<O; O)/Sw!, = 1 by (2), condition (ii) can be 
satisfied in a small neighborhood of e. It remains to consider (iii). Let k, j E 4, 
i#g, and i,#j,. The power series expansion of afJa( y; O)/&+, at y = 0 
begins with certain linear terms x:, qr y1 because afjs(O; O)/&, = 0. Hence- 
forth in a sufficiently small neighborhood of e one can get an estimation (iii) with 
a constant C, not depending on p. This proves the existence of such a neighbor- 
hood W:, . 
By the continuity of the functions R#( y) from Lemma 3 there is a constant 
M, such that j R’( y)l Q M,, Vy E WA, i E 9, 1 i / < n. Let h be a Cm-function 
such that condition (ii) in Lemma 2 is fulfilled. Then l](h,,)/j : = /I/ Clllpn h,Ph I// 
defines a norm on the finite-dimensional space of all sequences (X,) with +Z E 4 
and 1 *! 1 = rz. There exists a constant Q,, such that I\(&)/[ > Qn(C~,~Xn 1h,, I). 
Now we put F,(y) = ~-~/~h( yJp,..., y,,,/p) with 0 < p < 1. Then we have 
supp F. C WL because supp h C Wi . Furthermore 111 Clrlzn A,,PFp 111 = 
p--n 111 Clnl-, hph 111. Let a, = p3n/2-1/4, 6, = ~~/~-ll”. We want to show that for 
suitably small p > 0 the element +,, : = L(z,) F, and the numbers a, , b, satisfy 
conditions (a)--(d) from Lemma 1. According to Lemma 3 for sufliciently small 
p > 0 the following estimations are valid: 
- c 
ln(=n 
I L I [ c 
IA=n 
Ill Djh III Zap. PP + ,&l/l Dth III 2% * P+] I2 
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Here we applied the inequalities (3) and (4) and the properties (i)-(iii) of WL . 
Consequently, if p > 0 is sufficiently small, then the term on the right-hand side 
of the inequality is larger than 
Thus condition (a) is fulfilled. 
In a similar way, we can obtain the following estimations: 
anbn /I T’s& // II TJ$n jl < o(p*n--1/z-I+14) < 4p’/2), ‘d& et E 9, I R 1 < I n / = tz, 
and 
As u--Q If(p)I < 4~9 means that p-a+(p) is bounded for small p > 0. If p is 
suitably small chosen, then the terms a,$,, I] TM+,, I[ II T$& 11, a,, I[ TdTm$n I[ and 
b, 11 Tdq5,, Ii can be made as small as we want, i.e., (b) and (c) can be satisfied. 
Condition .(d) is true because supp +n C V, and the sets V, are disjoint. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
Remark. As we can see from the proof, the assertion of the theorem is already 
valid in a given neighborhood V = V(e) of the unit element. More precisely, if 
we take the domain 9 = Com( V) in the Hilbert space L2( V, r-l,) for the realiza- 
tion nT of &P(G), then we also get rg = rst . 
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